
 

 

Starview manufactures high-speed inline conveyor blister
packaging machines.

 

 

Starview Packaging Machinery, Inc. a premier manufacturer of packaging machines is
pleased to introduce a newly designed series of Inline Conveyor Heat Sealing Machines
for the production of Retail Carded Packaging and Medical / Pharmaceutical Packaging. 
 
Starview's CBS Series industrial grade machines to produce blister packages offer large
sealing areas to handle large quantities of packages each cycle. Access to both sides of
the conveyor allows multiple operators for hand loading or large open areas for robotic
loading of products. Machines are full featured with automatic blister and card loading as
well as finished package transfer to a conveyor. Offered exclusively by Starview is a card
feeder station that automatically shifts a pair of card magazines so that they can be
reloaded outside the machine conveyor eliminating the challenge of filling magazines
bridged over the main machine frame. 
 
The CBS/PH Series medical grade machines are designed specifically for the medical /
pharmaceutical industry. Generous use of stainless steel is employed in the manufacture
of these machines. Heat seal and cold seal presses are offered giving the ability to seal
different wallet pack configurations. Custom machine features such as vision systems, bar
code verification and date/lot coding can be integrated into the machine design by
Starview for increased versatility.
 

 

 

Starview Packaging Machinery, Inc. 
Visit us at Booth C-2718 

and Booth N-112
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